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Abstract 

We present preliminary results on the whole genome analysis of an anonymous Vietnamese individual of the Kinh 
ethnic group (KHV) that was deeply sequenced to 30-fold using the Illumina sequencing machines. The sequenced 
genome covered 99.8% of the human reference genome (GRCh37). We discovered (1) 3.4 million single 
polymorphism nucleotides (SNPs) of which 41,396 (1.2%) were novel, (2) 654 thousand short indels of which 
35,263 (5.4%) were novel (i.e., not present in the dbSNP and the 1000 genomes project databases). We also 
detected 10,611 large structural variants (length ≥ 100 bp). This study is our initial step toward large-scale genome 
projects on Vietnamese population. 
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1. Introduction 

The emerging advances of the next 
generation sequencing (NGS) technologies today 
have allowed the conduction of a variety of large-
scale sequencing projects, such as the 1000 
genomes project [1, 2, 3], the 750 Netherlands 
genomes [4] or the 100 southeast Asian Malays 
genomes [5]. In addition, due to the low 
sequencing cost, a number of studies were 
provoked to sequence individuals at high 
coverage levels from diverge populations such as 
Han Chinese [6], Indian [7], Korean [8], Japanese 

[9], Pakistani [10], Turkish [11] and Russian 
[12]. 

Those sequencing efforts for Han Chinese, 
Japanese, Korean, Malaysian, Pakistani and 
Indian detected millions of genetic variants, of 
which an appreciable fraction was population 
specific i.e., not present in the dpSNP [13] or the 
1000 genomes project (1KGP) database. Vietnam 
with approximate 90 million people of 54 
different ethnic groups is the 14th largest country 
by population in the world. Vietnam plays as an 
important place in human-being migration 
routines over thousands of years of history. The 
1KGP was extended to sequence genomes of 100 
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Kinh Vietnamese at a low-coverage (4x). 
However, such low-coverage sequencing data 
generated by the 1000 genomes project might be 
biased toward the discovery of high frequency or 
common variants.  These facts created the 
impetus for our comprehensive genome-wide 
study of a Kinh Vietnamese (KHV) individual 
whose genome was sequenced at a high coverage 
level (~30x) by the Illumina HiSeq 2000 
machine. 

We detected an appreciably large number of 
KHV specific genetic variations (including SNPs, 
short indels, and structural variations). It 
indicated the necessity to conduct further large-
scale genome-wide studies on not only Kinh 
group but also other Vietnamese ethic groups to 
provide a better and more complete picture of 
Vietnamese human genome variations. 

2. Materials and methods  

2.1. Data production 

The genome of an anonymous male Kinh 
Vietnamese individual without any obvious 
genetic disorders was deeply sequenced at 30-
fold average coverage by Illumina HiSeq 2000 
machine (Illumina Inc.,) at the BGI-Hongkong 
using two paired-end libraries with the insert size 
of 500 base pairs and the read length of 100 base 
pairs. The donor is of the Kinh Vietnamese ethnic 
group for at least 3 generations. The donor gave 
written consent for public release of the genomic 
data for scientific research use. 

2.2. Methods 

BWA [14] was used to map short reads into 
the reference genome (GRCh37). To identify 
SNPs and short indels, we used GATK toolkit 
from the Boad Institute [15, 16], and followed the 
recommended best practice workflow. 

We compared the detected variants with the 
dbSNP (Build 138, [13]) and the 1000 genomes 
project database. The Breakdancer tool (version 
1.4.4, [17]) was used with default parameters for 

calling structural variants from high quality 
(Phred-score mapping quality ≥ 20) mapped 
paired-end reads. The DGV database of human 
genomic structural variations (version released on 
2013-07-23, [18]) was used to assess the novelty 
of these predicted structural variants. 

3. Results 

We obtained 578 million paired-end reads of 
100 base pair length of which 98% reads had the 
quality greater than or equal to 20 (see Figure 1). 
Most of the reads (99.99%) were mapped to the 
reference genome and 99.8% of the reference 
genome (excluding undetermined nucleotides Ns) 
was covered by at least one read. The mapping 
quality was high, i.e., 93.8% of reads had the 
mapping quality score greater than or equal to 20. 
In total, the average coverage of short reads 
sequenced from the KHV genome against the 
reference genome is about 30x and similar for all 
chromosomes. 

 

Figure 1.  The quality of short reads. 

3.1. SNP calling 

We identified 3.4 million SNPs (quality score 
>= 20; depth coverage >= 4, filter = PASS). This 
number is similar to those reported in other 
previous genome-wide studies such as 3.1 million 
SNPs in the first Japanese individual genome [9] 
and 3.4 millions SNPs in the first Korean genome 
[8]. There were 41,396 (1.2%) SNPs that were 
not present in the dbSNP database version 138 
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(the most comprehensive catalogue of known 
SNPs from other large-scale genome-wide studies 
[13]). These were considered as KHV specific 
SNPs. The number of KHV novel SNPs is 
smaller than those detected in Ahn et al. (2009) 
[8] and Fujimoto et al. (2010) [9] because we 
compared against the latest version (138) of the 
dbSNP database. 295 of such novel SNPS were 
located in the coding exon regions of which 98 
SNPs are synonymous and 197 are non-
synonymous substitutions. 

3.2. Indel calling 

We identified 654,024 short indels of which 
316,802 were insertions while 337,222 were 
deletions. These numbers are comparable with 
those detected in the Turkish individual genome 
[11] and in the Shigemizu genome-wide study 
[19]. The lengths of these discovered indels were 
mainly from 1 to 6 (Fig. 2). The number of indels 
with the length of 1 base pair was 322,544 (54%). 
The longest insertion and deletion were of 160 
bps and 255 bps, respectively. 291,822 (44.6%) 
of the detected indels were located within gene 
regions of which 287,678 (98.58%) were found in 
introns and 3,062 (1.05%) were in coding exons. 

 

Figure 2.  The length of indels detected  
in the KHV genome. 

3.3. Structural variant calling 

Mapped short reads with an average mapping 
quality greater than or equal to 20 were used for 
structural variant calling. As a result, 10,611 
large SVs (length ≥ 100 bp) were identified. This 
number was similar to those in other previous 
individual genome-wide studies [6, 7, 10]. 9,617 
(90.6%) out of these large SVs were large indels. 
The remaining of these large SVs included 331 
(3.1%) inter-chromosomal translocations (CTX), 
357 (3.4%) inversions (INV) and 306 (2.9%) 
intra-chromosomal translocations (ITX). Almost 
all of such large SVs in the KHV genome have 
the length in between 100 to 500 bps (see Fig. 3). 

We compared 9277 large indels (5167 
insertions and 4110 deletions) occurring on the 
same chromosome against the latest version 
(2013-07-23) of the Database of Genomic 
Variants (http://projects.tcag.ca/variation/). We 
found that 1925 insertions and 3978 deletions 
were present in the DGV database. The 
remaining 3374 large indels were considered as 
KHV novel large indels. These novel large indels 
included 3242 insertions and 132 deletions. 

 

Figure 3.  The length of structural variations detected 
in the KHV genome. 
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3.4. Conclusion 

We have presented the whole genome-wide 
study of a Vietnamese individual sequenced at a 
high coverage level (30x). The obtained short 
reads were of high quality and covered up to 
99.8% of the NCBI reference human genome. A 
substantial number of novel variants including SNPs, 
indels and large structural variants were detected 
specific for the Vietnamese individual. These 
potentially novel findings were demonstrated to 
associate with known gene functional regions, 
especially coding-exon regions. 

There were 0.01% short reads that were not 
mapped to the reference genome. These 
unmapped reads could probably be a valuable 
genetic source on which we carry out further 
studies to discover more KHV-specific genetic 
variants. The study could therefore play an 
important reference for further large-scale 
genome-wide studies on Vietnamese population, 
and hence the development of personalized 
medicine for Vietnamese people in the near 
future. It is no doubt that our preliminary results 
presented here can be refined with the Mendelian 
law when we have genomes sequenced from a 
trio (parent, mother and child). 
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